
 
Name of Company:         ______________________ 

Address of the company:______________________ 

Vat: (Tax number):         ______________________ 

Position in company:       ______________________ 

 

 

in continuation renter of the advertising place with shorter words »renter« 

 

and 

 

CARGOTRANS s.p., 8321 Brusnice, SLO-Slovenia, in continuation provider of the 

advertising place, with short words »provider« 

 

to make next 
 

CONTRACT ABOUT RENTING ADVERTISING SPACE FOR 
SERVICES CargoNet UNDER CREDIT METHOD OF 
PAYMENT.  
 

Article 1 

Subject of the contract is renting advertising space for services of CargoNet, which is 

given by provider in renting purpose to renter. 

 

Article 2 

Contracting party renter bind him selves to rent advertising space CargoNet for a period 

of one year, and therefore is obligated to pay for rent for whole year in 4 parts. First 

invoice will be send after 3 month period is over, from signing the contract, with payment 

date 10 days.  

 

Article 3 

Price list for CargoNet under credit method of payment for the whole year is 65 EUR 

for 3 month period in 4 installment payments, totaling 260 EUR. Provider is obligated 

that modification of price list will not have any influence to this contract, and also it is not 

possible to enforce discounts unless they were originally agreed.  

 

Article 4 

Renter can resign from renting advertising place for services CargoNet, if in 30 days after 

signing the contract informs the provider by e-mail about intention of cancelling the 

contract. Only in this case the renter is not obligated to pay for one year of rent. Contract 

is valid for one year and is automatically extended for next year. The contract can be 

cancelled at any time, but if the renter does not withdraw from contract in 30 days or 

less, after signing the contract, the renter is obligated to pay for 1 year of rent. 

 

Article 5 

Provider can terminate the contract in case renter doesn’t fulfill its obligation stated in 

article 3, in 10 days after the payment date on invoice is over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Article 6 

Provider is obligated with this contract to provide full access to all services of CargoNet to 

renter at least on one of the following domains:  

 

http://www.cargotrans.net,  

http://www.cargotrans.co.uk,  

http://www.cargotrans.es 

http://www.cargonet.si. 

 

The provider is also obligated to maintain full access to services 24 hours per day, 7 days 

per week and 365 days per year, except in cases of force majeure or in case of 

maintaining necessary work on the server, on which the provider does not have influence 

on, which is done usually over weekends, Saturdays and Sundays. 

 

Article 7 

Renter receives originals of signed contracts. One sign contract needs to be scanned and 

sent to our e-mail: info@cargotrans.net. Renter guarantee with the signature, that he or 

she is acquainted and to agree with current terms of use, available at least on one of 

previously mentioned websites. 

 

Article 8 

Clients will try to solve eventual disputes as per agreement. In case that is not possible, 

district court of justice in Novo mesto, Slovenia, has the jurisdiction to solve interacting 

disagreements or disputes.    

   

 

City: ____________________   Date: _____________ 

 

 

 

Provider:                                Renter: (Signature and stamp) 

 

 
__________________                                              _________________________ 

  

http://www.cargotrans.net/
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